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SLIDES 
Certain standard types of 3!-in. square slide are available from stock, or at very short notice. These include 
Fleecy Summer Clouds, Storm Clouds, Moon, Stars, etc. Alternatively, cloud slides can be supplied fitted 
in a metal frame which obviates the use of a slide carrier. 
We are always pleased to provide slides to customer's special requirements from artist's drawings or photo
graphs. If no original is available we can often provide something suitable if we are given sufficiently detailed 
information. 

PRICES 
Slides .. from 1 Os. each 

£ s. d. 
F.148-Forked Lightning Effect, hand operated with two interchangeable aluminium slides 

(It forms its own slide and slide carrier. Lantern and objective lens not included) 7 5 0 each 

Accessories 
F.154-Turntable front (see fig . 1) to take either slide carrier F.155 or F.156 below (slide 

carriers not included) 
F.155-Standard (metal) slide carrier (slide size 3! ins. square) 

7 7 0 each 
3 0 0 " F.156-Universal (metal) slide carrier (slide sizes 3! ins. square to 4 ins. x 3! ins.) 

F.343-Adjustable metal mask for limiting beam shape to proscenium, etc. . . . . 
5 0 0 
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MOVING EFFECTS ATTACHMENTS 
It is not possible to list all the many effects that are available but the principal ones will be found below. 
Quotations for preparing other types or the design of special apparatus will be furnished on receipt of 
requirements. Alterations to standard designs or construction of new effects to the customer's ideas can 
be carried out and demonstrated under working conditions. 
Disc type. Glass disc with effect painted, photographed or otherwise reproduced thereon, in 18i-in. diam. 
aluminium housing, with electric motor variable speed drive. Rotating turntable to permit angle of travel 
of effect (relative to the vertical al)d horizontal) to be altered, and runners for colours or mask, and for 
objective lens assembly. Weight 11t lbs. approx. 

PRICES 
(Effect disc in case with Electric Motor. Lantern and objectives not included) 

£ s. d. 
F.134-Fleecy Clouds (white) 35 10 0 each 
F.135-Storm Clouds (dark) 35 10 0 
F.136-Rain . . 36 10 0 
F.137-Snow . . 39 0 0 
F.138-Waterfall 35 10 0 
F.139-Running Water 35 10 0 
F.140-Smoke 35 10 0 
F.141-Flames 35 10 0 
F.147-Dissolving Colours 30 10 0 

Lantern and objective lenses not included) Other types (Effect in case with Electric Motor. 
*F.143-Sea Wave .. 
*F.144-Water Ripple 
*F.145-Under Sea .. 

29 10 0 each 
29 10 0 " 
29 10 0 " 

•These effects are contained in wooden cases, 17t in . x 10t in., complete with slide and break up 
glasses imparting movement by means of an A.C. motor with variable speed drive. They cannot be 
rotated for angle correcting purposes and should therefore be used for fairly "square-on" projection . 

Weight 9t lbs. approx. 

F.342-Tubular Ripple Effect, self-contained in sheetmetal case. with 
variable-speed clockwork drive and requiring no projection 
lantern or objectives. Complete with colour frame. For close 
range work behind ground rows only. Runs 4-6 hours on one 
winding. Uses 1,000 W. Horizon type lamp. (Weight 28 lbs.) £33 0 0 

Accessories 
F.343-Adjustable metal mask (For use with all effects on this page excepting F.342) 

for limiting beam shape to proscenium, etc. 

F.346-Beam diverter mirror for altering direction of emergent beam relative to lantern. 
(Fits objective assemblies F.151, F.152, F.153 overleaf) 

£0 11 6 

£2 0 0 


